Hebrew School Schedule Choices

Standard Schedule (Wednesdays at 4:30 pm)

One teacher with a maximum of 10 students by levels (based on assessment).

Level 1: Letter and Vowel Recognition (typically 4th graders and first year 5th – 7th graders)
Level 2: Decoding and Fluency (typically 5th grader with advanced 4th graders)
Level 3: Prayer Acquisition and Mastery (typically 6th and 7th graders with advanced 5th graders)
Level 4: Cantillations (notations in Torah to guide chanting) (Typically post-b’nai mitzvah 7th graders)

Flexible Schedule (Days and times vary)

One teacher with one student in person or online at a mutually agreeable weekly time. This option is subjected to extra tuition. Levels (same as Standard Schedule) are determined by assessment. Flexible classes are held on weeks that Standard Schedule is in session on Wednesdays.

*Level 4 is not offered in flexible schedule.